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We show that the Brāhmaṇas recognize that the speed of the sun varies with the seasons. The year-long rites of the Brāhmaṇas were organized with the summer solstice (visuvant) as the middle point. These rites counted the days up to the solstice and in the latter half of the year, and there is an asymmetry in the two counts. This is an astronomical parameter, which had hitherto escaped notice, that allows us to date the rites to a period much earlier than has been assumed.

A fire altar described in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa represents the motion of the sun and this motion is asymmetric with respect to the earth. The concept of a force field associated with the sun, likened to the wind in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, appears to be the basic idea which led to the notions of the mandocca and śighrocca cycles which are fundamental to the later Siddhāntic astronomy.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Several years ago, I described the astronomy of the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa in the pages of this journal\(^1\) and elsewhere.\(^2\) Most of that material was based on the astronomy of the fire altars described in the 10th kāṇḍa of the book which is entitled “Agnirahasya”. The fire altars are made in a manner so that their areas correspond to the lengths of the lunar or the solar years and as there is a difference between the two types of year, an increase in the area of the fire altar that equals the difference is prescribed in its second construction. Finally, there is a prescription that 95 such altars be built in a sequence defining a 95-year cycle of intercalation. Here I present further details of the astronomy of the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa as deduced from the design of another altar described in the text. We suggest that a knowledge of the varying motion of the sun with respect to the four quarters of the year was known.

According to Eggeling,\(^5\) the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa represents the merging of two traditions, the first 9 kāṇḍas are due to the school of Yājñavalkya and the kāṇḍas
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10-14 due to the school of Śāndilya. If one were to accept this theory, then the 95-year lunar-solar cycle of the fire altar astronomy should be called the Śāndilya cycle rather than the Yājñavalkya cycle. But this theory has been rejected by Caland who argues that kāṇḍas 10 is integral to the first nine. In the earlier papers we attributed the cycle to Yājñavalkya, accepting the tradition of the Mahābhārata 12.11739, where Yājñavalkya claims to have composed the Śatapatha including the book on “Agnirahasya”.

In this paper we examine the altar designs from Yājñavalkya’s 8th kāṇḍa, which have not been studied before. One design represents the sun’s orbit in an asymmetric manner. We also look at other evidence that suggests it was known that the sun has a non-uniform motion. There were two years: the ritual one started with the winter solstice (mahāvrata day), and the civil one started with the spring equinox (viṣuva). Vedic rites had a correspondence with the different stages of the year and, therefore, astronomy played a very significant role in that society.

The specific asymmetry in the counts between the two halves of the year mentioned in the Brāhmaṇas makes it possible to date these rites and we show that they belong to a very early period although they are likely to have been written down in the second millennium BC. This discovery is in consonance with the other astronomical evidence in the Brāhmaṇas and recent archaeological findings.

The Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa says how the planets are driven by “strings of wind” connected to the sun. This idea, as well as the idea of an offset in the sun’s orbit, appear to have led later to the development of the notions of the mandocca and śīghrocca cycles of the Siddhāntic astronomy.

ON THE STAGES OF EARLY INDIAN ASTRONOMY

Recent researches from a variety of fields have led to a new understanding of the chronology of the Vedic literature. The discovery by archaeologists and geologists that Sarasvatī, the mightiest river of the Rgvedic era which ran down to the sea during that period, dried up around 1900 BC due to major tectonic upheavals has established that the Rgvedic era should be considered to be prior to c. 2000 BC. The traditional dating of the Rgveda, considered as belonging to an age before the Bhārata War or the start of the Kaliyuga, is considerably earlier than this period. According to Āryabhata the Kaliyuga began c. 3102 BC and according to Varāhamihira it began c. 2414 BC. On the other hand, according to a French team that surveyed the dried Sarasvati bed, the river dried up much before 1900 BC and during the Harappan era (2600-1900 BC.) the region was irrigated by means of canals. If this were true, then the era of the Rgveda would come even closer to one of the traditional dates. Nevertheless, to be as conservative as possible we take c. 2000 BC as the closing of the Rgvedic age. The astronomy of this era has been described recently.
Our understanding of the Indian astronomy is undergoing a major shift. More than a hundred years ago, Burgess\(^1^0\) saw the Indians as the originators of many of the notions that led to the Greek astronomical flowering. This view slowly lost support and then it was believed that Indian astronomy was essentially derivative and it owed all its basic ideas to the Babylonians and the Greeks. It was even claimed that there was no tradition of reliable observational astronomy in India.

Using statistical analysis of the parameters used in the many *Siddhāntas*, Billard showed\(^1^1\) that the *Siddhāntas* were based on precise observations and so the theory of no observational tradition in India was wrong. Since then it has been found that the Vedic books are according to an astronomical plan. Earlier, it was believed that the *mahāyuga / kalpa* figure of 4,320,000, which occurs in the *Siddhāntas*, was borrowed from the astronomy\(^1^2\) of the Babylonian Berosos (c. 300 BC). But this is already an important astronomical number in the much earlier Šatapatha Brāhmaṇa The reason why incorrect notions related to Indian astronomy have persisted so long is because the authors have been unfamiliar with a great mass of the literature.

It is also being recognized that the *Siddhāntic* astronomy has features which are unique to India and it represents an independent tradition. In the words of Thurston:\(^1^3\)

Not only did Āryabhata believe that the earth rotates, but there are glimmerings in his system (and other similar Indian systems) of a possible underlying theory in which the earth (and the planets) orbits the sun, rather than the sun orbiting the earth. The evidence is that the basic planetary periods are relative to the sun. For the outer planets this is not significant: both earth and sun are inside their orbits and so the time taken to go round the earth and the time taken to go round the sun are the same. The significant evidence comes from the inner planets: the period of the *sīghrocca* is the time taken by the planet to orbit the sun.

It is not clear that Āryabhaṭa was the originator of the idea of the rotation of the earth. It appears that the rotation of the earth is inherent in the notion that the sun never sets that we find in the *Aitreya Brāhmaṇa* 2. 7:

The [sun] never really sets or rises. In that they think of him “He is setting”, having reached the end of the day, he inverts himself; thus he makes evening below, day above. Again in that they think of him “He is rising in the morning”, having reached the end of the night he inverts himself; thus he makes day below, night above. He never sets; indeed he never sets.

One way to visualize it is to see the universe as the hollow of a sphere so that the inversion of the sun now shines the light on the world above ours. But this is impossible since the sun does move across the sky during the day and if the sun doesn’t set or rise it doesn’t move either. Clearly, the idea of “inversion” denotes nothing but a movement of the earth.
By our study of the early Vedic sources, we are getting into the position of understanding the stages of the development of the earliest astronomy. After the Rgvedic stage comes the period of the Brāhmaṇas. This is followed by Lagadha’s astronomy. The last stage is early Siddhāntic and early Purānic astronomy.

These four stages, with their rough time limits, are summarized below:

1. Rgvedic astronomy (c. 4000 - 2000 B.C.) Motion of the sun and the moon, nākṣatras, planet periods. We have no real idea as to when this period actually began but we do have references of astronomical events in the Vedic mythology, like the destruction of the sacrifice of Dakṣa by Śiva, which indicate the era of the fourth millennium BC. But note that this myth belongs to a later stratum of the Vedic myths.

2. Astronomy of the Brāhmaṇas (2000 - 1000 BC) [Yājñavalkya, Śāndilya] Here we make a distinction between the period of the original rites and the time when the texts were actually written down. The dating of this period is governed by its latest material. Astronomy represented by means of geometric altars; non-uniform motion of the sun and the moon; intercalation for the lunar year; “strings of wind joined to the sun”.

3. Vedāṅga Jyotiṣa (c. 1300 B.C.) [Lagadha] The text that has come down to us appears to be of a later era. Being the standard manual for determination of the vedic rites, Lagadha’s work must have served as a “living” text where the language got modified to a later form.

4. Early Siddhāntic and early Purānic (1000 BC - 500 AD) Here our main sources are the Śulbasūtras, the Mahābhārata, the early Purāṇas, Śūryasiddhānta and other texts. Further development of the sīghrocca and mandocca cycles; the concept of kalpa.

At the end of these stages stands the classical Siddhāntic period inaugurated by Āryabhaṭa. It is significant that these stages are well prior to the rise of mathematical astronomy in Babylonia and in Greece. The concepts of the sīghrocca and mandocca cycles indicate that the motion of the planets was taken to be fundamentally around the sun, which, in turn, was taken to go around the earth.

The mandocca, in the case of the sun and the moon, is the apogee where the angular motion is the slowest and in the case of the other planets it is the aphelion point of the orbit. For the superior planets, the sīghrocca coincides with the mean place of the sun, and in the case of an inferior planet, it is an imaginary point moving around the earth with the same angular velocity as the angular velocity of the planet round the sun; its direction from the earth is always parallel to the line joining the sun and the inferior planet.

The mandocca point serves to slow down the motion from the apogee to the perigee and speed up the motion from the perigee to the apogee. It is a representation of the
non-uniform motion of the body, and so it can be seen as a direct development of the idea of the non-uniform motion of the sun and the moon.

The sīghrocca maps the motion of the planet around the sun to the corresponding set of points around the earth. This indicates a tradition of heliocentric astronomy as applied to the solar system. The sun, with its winds that hold the solar system together, is, in turn, taken to go around the earth.

Sūrya Siddhānta (SS) seems to remember this pre-epicyclic astronomy of the earlier period. The uccas and the node (pāta) are thus described in SS 2.1-5:

Forms of time, of invisible shape, stationed in the zodiac, called the sīghrocca, mandocca, and node (pāta), are causes of the motion of the planets. The planets, attached to these points by cords of air, are drawn away by them, with the right and left hand, forward or backward, according to nearness, toward their own place. A wind, called pravaha, impels them toward their own uccas, being drawn away forward and backward.

The antecedents of this system can be seen in the earlier texts. Rgveda 10.136.2 speaks of the stars of the Ursa Major (the Seven Sages) having ropes of wind. (munayo vāta raṣanāh). ŚB 4.1.5.16 describes the sun as puṣkaramādityo, “the lotus of the sky”. ŚB 8.7.3.10 says:

\[
\text{tadasāvāditya imāṃ lokānāt tretre samāvayate, tadyattatsūtram vāyuḥ ...}
\]

The sun strings these worlds [the earth, the planets, the atmosphere] to himself on a thread. This thread is the same as the wind ..... 

This suggests a central role to the sun in defining the motions of the planets and ideas such as these must have ultimately led to the theory of the sīghrocca and the mandocca cycles.

ON THE NON-UNIFORM MOTION OF THE SUN

With respect to an observer on the earth, the sun has two motions. First, is the daily motion across the sky. Second, is the shifting of the rising and setting directions. It is this second motion which defines the seasons. Its two extreme points are the solstices, and the points where the sun’s orbit crosses the equator or when the nights equal the days are the equinoxes.

Aitreya Br. 4.18 describes how the sun reaches the highest point on the day called viṣuvant and how it stays still for a total of 21 days with the viṣuvant being the middle day of this period. In Paṅcavimśa Brāhmaṇa. (Chapters 24 and 25), several year-long rites are described where the viṣuvant day is preceded and followed by three-day periods called svarasāman days. This suggests that the sun was now taken to be more or less still in the heavens for a total period of 7 days. So it was clearly understood that the shifting of the rising and the setting directions had an irregular motion.
ŚB 4.6.2 describes the rite called gavām ayana, the “sun’s walk” or the “cows’ walk”. This is a rite which follows the motion of the sun, with its middle of the viṣuvant day.

Yajurveda (38.20) says that the āhavanīya or the sky altar is four-cornered since the sun is four-cornered, meaning thereby that the motion of the sun is characterized by four cardinal points: the two solstices and the two equinoxes. The āhavanīya altars described in the ŚB are also four-cornered.

With respect to the motion of the sun, ŚB 2.1.3 divides up the year into two halves in two different ways:

\[\text{vasanto grīśmo varṣāḥ, te devā rtavah. šaraddhemantaḥ śiśiraste pitaro ya eva. sa yatrodagāvartate, deveśu tarhi ......: yatra dakṣināvartate pitṛsu tarhi.}\]

The spring, the summer, and the rains, these seasons (represent) the gods; and the autumn, the winter, and the dewy season represent the fathers.

When he (the sun) moves northwards, then he is among the gods ......; and when he moves southwards, then he is among the fathers.

The first classification divides the year from equinox to equinox, whereas the second classification does so from solstice to solstice.

The year-long rites list a total of 180 days before the solstice and another 180 days following the solstice. Since this is reckoning by solar days, it is not clear stated how the remaining 4 or 5 days of the year were assigned. But this can be easily inferred.

Note that the two basic days in this count are the viṣuvant (summer solstice) and the mahāvṛata day (winter solstice) which precedes it by 181 days in the above counts. Therefore, even though the count of the latter part of the year stops with an additional 180 days, it is clear that one needs another 4 or 5 days to reach the mahāvṛata day in the winter. This establishes that the division of the year was in the two halves of 181 and 184 or 185 days.

Corroboration of this is suggested by evidence related to an altar design from ŚB.

**THE PLAN OF THE ALTARS**

The description of the agnicayana, or the building of the fire-altar, begins in the sixth kāṇḍa (book). But rather than speak of the altar of bricks, the text begins with an account of the creation of the universe. The significance of this is that the bricks are just meant to illustrate certain astronomical facts. As we know, the numerical and the area equivalences with respect to the bricks and astronomical and the area equivalences with respect to the bricks and astronomical data used in the Vedic books are just a means for presenting the facts and it is not clear that the altars were actually constructed. Indeed some of the “bricks” are made out of water or sometimes just loose earth sprinkled on an altar could itself stand for a brick.
Book 7 described the construction of a gārhapatya altar. Book 8 describes the construction of an altar in five layers.

Out of these layers, the first represents the terrestrial world;\(^{17}\) the second layer is the near atmosphere;\(^{18}\) the third layer is the air or the middle atmosphere;\(^{19}\) the fourth layer is the high atmosphere below the heavens;\(^{20}\) and the fifth layer is the sky.\(^{21}\) Note that the first layer is round, which is the usual figure for the earth; the second layer is square; the third shows the cardinal directions; the fourth is square; and the fifth represents the orbit of the sun.

The whole altar is just an expansion of the tripartite system of the world.\(^{22}\)

"the first layer is this very (terrestrial) world; and the uppermost (layer) is the sky; and those three (intermediate layers) are the air". These layers are shown in the Figures 1 through 5.

![Diagram of the layers of the altar](image-url)

Figure 1. Layer 1, the earth.
Figure 2. Layer 2, the lower atmosphere.

Figure 3. Layer 3, the mid-atmosphere.
Figure 4. Layer 4, the upper atmosphere.

Figure 5. Layer 5, the orbit of the sun.
The fifth layer, being a representation of the sky, presents a most interesting overview of the understanding of the physical universe. The details of how the bricks of the fifth layer are to be laid are described in the fifth adhyāya of the 8th kāṇḍa. Note that there are some differences between our Figure 5 and that drawn by Eggeling, who has used incorrect sizes for many of the bricks that go inside the ring. When the size of each stomabhāgā brick is one unit square, the outer diameter of the ring should be 11 units rather than the 12 units which has been used by Eggeling. This becomes clear when Eggeling’s drawing for the fifth layer is compared to those of the first and third layers and we find that the viśvajyoti (V) bricks do not line up as they are supposed to.

The outer rim of layer 5 consists of 29 stomabhāgā bricks. The rest of the layer consists of 5 nākasad upon which are placed 5 pañcacūḍā bricks; chandyasyā bricks representing the metres of which three each of trisūṭbh, jagatī, and anuṣūṭbh are within the ring of the stomabhāgā bricks. In the middle is the gārhapatiya altar of 8 bricks upon which is placed a second layer of 8 bricks called the punaściti. Just within the ring on the east are 2 rtavyā, and the lone viśvajyoti (V). Finally, on top of the punaściti are placed two perforated bricks called vikarnī and svayamāṭṛṇṇā.

The Halves of the Year

ŚB 8.5.4.2 calls the stomabhāgās, that form the outer ring of 29 bricks, as “the yonder sun”. Note that the gārhapatiya altar is placed right in the middle of this ring, and the gārhapatiya altar represents the earth. So the layer 5 of Figure 5 represents the earth at the center with the sun going around in a circle. Figure 6 shows layer 5 with the layer 1 inscribed within. Figure 7 shows the earth with the center of the sun’s orbit at an offset.

On top of the central gārhapatiya altar, lie the two perforated bricks at an offset to the center. The lower one is at the center. ŚB 8.7.3.9-10 says.

atha vikarnīm ca svayamāṭṛṇṇām copadadhāti, vāyurvai vikarnī
dyaauruttamā svayamāṭṛṇṇa vāyum ca taddīvam
copadadhātyuṣṭtane’ upadadhāryuttane hi vāyuṣca dyauṣca ....
tadasāvādityā imāṁlokaṁśte samāvayate, tadyattatsūtraṁ vāyuḥ sa sa yah sa vāyuresā sa vikarnī ....

He then lays down the vikarnī and svayamāṭṛṇṇā (bricks), — the vikarnī is Vāyu (the wind), and the svayamāṭṛṇṇā is the sky: he thus sets up both the wind and the sky. He lays them down as the last (highest), for wind and sky are the highest......

[The] yonder sun strings these worlds [the earth and the atmosphere] to himself on a thread. Now that thread is the same as the wind; and that wind is the same as this vikarnī.....
Figure 6. Layer 5, with the design of layer 1 inscribed within.
Figure 7. The earth and the centre of the sun's orbit.
It is possible, indeed likely, that the meeting point of these two bricks, which is offset from the center of the circle, was taken to be the center of the motion of the sun. The vikarni, as the binding force of the sun, will then reach right down to the earth.

This inequality would have been easy to discover. The Indians used the reflection of the noon-sun in the water of a deep well to determine the solstice days.

Now note that the number of bricks placed in the four quadrants of the circle is not identical. This suggests that the two halves of the year were taken to be unequal.

If one assumes that the two halves of the year are directly in proportion to the brick counts of 14 and 15 in the two halves of the ring of the sun, this corresponds to day counts of 176 and 189. This division appears to have been for the two halves of the year into counts of 181 and 184.

The apparent motion of the sun is the greatest when the earth is at perihelion and the least when the earth is at aphelion. Currently, this speed is greatest on January 3. Figure 8 presents the current dates for the perihelion and the aphelion. The interval between successive perihelia, the anomalistic year, is 365.25964 days which is 0.01845 days longer than the tropical year on which our calendar is based. In 2000 calendar years, the date of the perihelion advances about 36 days. Or it advances about 185 days, a half-year, in 10000 years. The perihelion cycles, therefore, in about 20000 years. It is this relative shrinking of the summers and winters which causes ice ages with a period of about 20000 years.  

It is interesting to observe that the Greeks discovered the asymmetry in the quarters of the year around 400 BC. Euktemon is supposed to have discovered this asymmetry and beginning with the winter solstice he found the four intervals to be 92, 93, 90 and 90 days. Kallippos (c. 370 BC) is supposed to have improved upon these numbers by proposing 90, 94, 92 and 89 days. Modern calculations show that at this time, the four quarters of the year starting with the winter solstice were 90.4, 94.1, 92.3, and 88.6 days long. The period from the winter solstice to the summer solstice was then 184.5 days and the perihelion occurred more than a month prior to the winter solstice.

Considering the rites of the Brāhmaṇas it is best to assume that the insistence that there were exactly 180 days from the winter to the summer solstice was some kind of an idealization. Apparently the basis of this count was the observation that the period from the winter to the summer solstice was shorter than the corresponding period from the summer to the winter solstice. The approximate equality of these two halves of the year would occur when the perihelion is at either of the two solstices. Now, the perihelion was at the winter solstices in 1200 AD, but that is too late to have been the basis of the observations. The other possibility is that during the rites the perihelion occurred prior to June 21, but this would be true only before about 8800 BC.

But this gives periods which will be considered to be too early for the rites described in the Brāhmaṇas. There is no reason to doubt that the ancient Indians had found that
the two halves of the year were asymmetric in a certain sense. From the observations of the Greeks it is clear that this asymmetry between the two halves of the year during the 1st millennium BC. was just the opposite of what we find in the Brāhmaṇas. These texts describe rites which should thus belong to a much earlier age. How much earlier we cannot be certain of at this time given the confusion regarding the chronology of early India.

A distinction should be made between the period of the rites and the time that these rites were written down. It is common for a religious tradition to be practised even after the astronomical basis for it ceases to have any meaning. For example, the biblical account of the creation of the universe in seven days may have been true in a metaphorical sense where each day represents the creation of the planets but three thousand years after the origin of this myth there are people who believe in it literally.

It is natural to assume that the myths of the ancient people were already very old when they were written down. This is a point which has been very powerfully made and substantiated by de Santillana and von Dechend before.\textsuperscript{26} What we obtain from the analysis presented in this paper is that the Vedic tradition was already as ancient as the archaeological record which has been traced back to at least 8000 B.C. in Mehrgarh in the unbroken tradition.\textsuperscript{27}

We can be certain that the first millennium B.C. for the rites of the Brāhmaṇas, as was assumed by the colonial historians of the 19th century, is absolutely ruled out. We have proposed that, being as conservative as possible, one may assign the 2nd millennium BC. as representing the period when the Brāhmaṇas were written down. This is supported by other evidence in these texts which refers to the 3rd and the 2nd millennia BC. This dating has the virtue of being supported by recent archaeological findings.\textsuperscript{28}

Once the idea of the non-uniform motion of the sun had taken root, the idea of the apogee exercising a slowing force would be a natural development.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper on the orbit of the sun, together with the earlier work of Yājñavalkya on harmonizing the solar and the lunar years by means of the 95-year intercalary cycle, provides an explanation for the legend that Yājñavalkya was inspired by the sun. This “inspiration” here suggests Yājñavalkya’s development of a theory related to the motion of the sun and its reconciliation with the motion of the moon.

The evidence from the design of the altar of layer 5 confirms that the year was divided into two parts: winter solstice to summer solstice being equal to 181 days, and midsummer-to-midwinter of 184 or 185 days. This means that the Brāhmaṇa rites could definitely not belong to the first millennium BC. This conclusion is of the greatest
significance for the chronology of the Vedic texts and it invalidates the chronology popularized by Max Müller.

The theory that the sun was the "lotus" [the central point] of the sky and that it kept the worlds together by its "strings of wind" gave rise to a heliocentric tradition in India. The offset of the sun’s orbit evolved into the notion of mandaocca and the motions of the planets around the sun were transferred to the earth’s frame through the device of the sīghrocca.

The continuing analysis of the astronomical references in the Brāhmaṇas has made it clear that the theory that the Siddhantic astronomy was somehow derived from the Babylonians and the Greeks is wrong. What is emerging from texts, that are anterior, by any reckoning, to the eras of astronomical advance in Babylonia or in Greece is that astronomical ideas developed in India in stages and these stages can be seen in the different layers of the Vedic texts, the Brāhmaṇas, and the Vedāṅga Jyotiṣa.

![Figure 8. The current dates of the perihelion and the aphelion.](image-url)
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